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The dressing room is a private space made all the more alluring by the right accessories. Outfit your sartorial inner sanctum with accoutrements ranging from elegant hardware to sexy screens.

The Paravento 070 screen by Dimorestudio blurs the line between private and public. Featuring two-sided rhomboids in mirror and lacquered wood that pivot in a brass frame, it can conceal a dressing area or make a statement as a room divider. Made in Italy. Price upon request, through the Future Perfect, thefutureperfect.com
1. Thom Browne’s new collection for The Rug Company includes the Cable Knit, inspired by the classic Aran jumper. 80s x 60s square foot, $161 per square foot, 6 x 4-foot rug, 3,864. therugcompany.com.

2. A looking glass of gleaming brass, the F. A. 33 mirror was originally introduced in 1933 by iconic designer Gio Ponti. $1,999, theline.com.


4. The Classic 01 handle from Nest Studio is jewelry for furniture or closet doors. $95, available through Folger & Burt Architectural Hardware, folgerandburt.com, nest-studio-home.com.


6. The cast-resin drawer fronts of Bernhardt’s Celeste chest are finished in an undulating silverleaf motif. $3,600, bernhardt.com.


8. Glass lanterns decorate a handpainted metallic background in Michael Berman’s new Ballroom wallcovering for Fromental. $279 per square yard, fromental.co.uk.

9. Danish designer Theresa Arn created the Ava hanger in black powder-coated steel highlighted with brushed brass. $30, theline.com.


12. Everlane’s leather Foldover Pouch is perfect as a makeup bag or clutch. $98, everlane.com.

13. The Poppy hat case by Freya is pure luxury in caramel Italian leather with gold-plated hardware. $890, Mini $590, thefreyabrand.com.